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Control Design for a Mobile Robot Including Tire Behavior

Jeroen Ploeg, Hanno E. Schouten, Henk Nijmeijer

Abstract— In order to support the development process of
Advanced Driver Assistance systems for road vehicles, TNO
is operating a hardware-in-the-loop test setup. In this facility,
called VeHIL, vehicles in the direct neighborhood of the test
vehicle are simulated using wheeled mobile robots. Due to the
required type of maneuvers, these robots have independently
driven and steered wheels. Consequently, the robot is overactu-
ated. Furthermore, since the robot is capable of high dynamic
maneuvers, slip effects caused by the tires can play an important
role. A position controller based on feedback linearization
is presented, using the so-called multicycle approach which
regards the robot as a set of independent unicycles. As a
result, the wheeled mobile robot is position controlled while
each unicycle is controlled taking weight transfer as well as
longitudinal and lateral tire slip into account.

Index Terms— Mobile robots, Nonlinear control, Robotics

I. I NTRODUCTION

Advanced Driver Assistance systems such as Adaptive
Cruise Control, Collision Warning and Mitigation, are in-
creasingly available in road vehicles. In order to support the
development of these systems, TNO Automotive has built
its VeHIL test facility [1]. VeHIL (Vehicle Hardware-In-the-
Loop) enables the hardware-in-the-loop testing of entire road
vehicles equipped with driver assistance functionality based
on environment sensors such as radar, lidar or vision. The
principle of VeHIL is to simulate the relative motion of other
vehicles with respect to the test vehicle, allowing for effi-
cient, safe and reproducible testing. The neighboring vehicles
are simulated by wheeled mobile robots (WMR’s), one of
which is shown in Fig. 1. This VeHIL WMR orMoving Base
(MB) differs from most wheeled robots used in industry, in
that it is a high dynamic robot, capable of extreme maneuvers
at velocities up to 50 km/h in all directions. Consequently,
the control system has to be designed such that these high
dynamic specifications are fully exploited, which is the focus
of this paper.

The main control objective of the MB is to let its center
track a reference trajectory consisting of the position in
the horizontal plane and the orientation. This is achieved
by four independently driven and steered wheels. As a
consequence, the MB has eight actuators – four driving
and four steering motors – whereas the control objective
comprises three degrees of freedom only. The MB can
therefore be characterized as beingoveractuated. In [2] a
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Fig. 1. TNO’s wheeled mobile robot: the Moving Base

control method based on feedback linearization is presented
which handles the overactuatedness by regarding the MB
as four independent unicycles. Although the results of this
controller were promising, they can be further improved
by taking tire behavior into account in the control design.
Tires introduce slip effects that compromise the position
accuracy. A possible approach for counteracting this effect
is to incorporate a tire model, well known in the field of
automotive engineering [3], in a feedback linearization based
controller as commonly used in the field of robotics [4], [5].

II. MB C HARACTERISTICS

Table I summarizes the main MB characteristics relevant
to the control design. The high acceleration levels together
with the considerable mass as mentioned in the table, lead to
a significant weight transfer, influencing the actual vertical
load of the tire. The friction force that a tire can deliver isin
turn approximately proportional to the actual vertical load of
the tire [3]. Consequently, the drive torque distribution across
the four wheels should correspond to the actual vertical loads

TABLE I

MOVING BASE SPECIFICATIONS

Vehicle mass with/without body 756/694 kg

Wheel base× track width 1.4 m× 1.4 m

Center of gravity height 0.40 m

Maximum velocity 50 km/h

Maximum translation acceleration 10 m/s2

Maximum centripetal acceleration 12 m/s2

Installed power 52 kW

Steering angle range [−350◦,350◦]
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Fig. 2. The normalized longitudinal MB tire characteristic

in order to obtain the maximum performance of the MB in
terms of acceleration and maneuverability.

The tire friction force also depends on the longitudinal slip
κ and the lateral slip angleα, whereκ equals the normalized
velocity difference between tire and road andα is the angle
between the wheel plane and the velocity direction. This
slip dependency is illustrated by Fig. 2 which shows the
longitudinal tire forceFlong, normalized by the vertical load
Fz , as a function of the slipκ. The lateral force characteristic
is described by a similar function. This characteristic justifies
the incorporation of tire slip into the control design. Note
that Fig. 2 also shows the linear approximation of the tire
characteristic which is valid forκ ≪ 1. The same type of
approximation applies to the lateral characteristic.

III. C ONTROL CONCEPT

The control objective of the MB is to let its center track
a reference trajectoryqref , consisting of the position in the
x, y-plane and the orientationψ as a function of the timet:

qref (t) =
(

xref (t) yref (t) ψref (t)
)T
, (1)

where qref (t) must be continuously differentiable for a
feasible trajectory. Note that (1) implies that the MB must
be able to move in all directions.

The controller is designed using a similar approach as
applied in [2], being inspired by the idea presented in [6],
which is to decentralize the tracking problem. To this end,
the reference vectorqref is converted to reference positions
xrefij andyrefij (i = f(ront), r(ear), j = l(eft), r(ight))
for the wheels; refer to Fig. 3 depicting the MB coordinate
systems. The reference positions for the wheels thus are:

xreffl = xref + Ld cos(ψref + arctan(W/L))

yreffl = yref + Ld sin(ψref + arctan(W/L))

xreffr = · · · ,
(2)

where L and W are half the vehicle length and width
respectively, andLd =

√
L2 +W 2.

Although (2) uniquely defines the MB position and ori-
entation, reference wheel orientation anglesψrefij are also
needed because the MB must able to move in all directions,
i.e. the MB must be fully controllable. These angles are
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Fig. 3. The Moving Base coordinate systems

kinematically calculated according to:

ψrefij = arctan

(

ẏrefij
ẋrefij

)

, (3)

where the velocitieṡxrefij and ẏrefij are determined by
differentiation of (2).

The MB is thus regarded as four independent systems, so-
calledunicycles, being single wheels that can be steered and
driven. All four unicycles have their specific continuously
differentiable reference signalqrefij(t):

qrefij(t) =
(

xrefij(t) yrefij(t) ψrefij(t)
)T
. (4)

Consequently, four independent but identical tracking prob-
lems effectively remain.

As mentioned in section II, the mechanical coupling of the
unicycles results in weight transfer when accelerating. This
can be incorporated in the control design by implementing
a varying unicycle massmij , using Newton’s second law:

mfl =
m

4
− hm

4Lg
(u̇ − vψ̇) − hm

4Wg
(v̇ + uψ̇)

mfr =
m

4
− hm

4Lg
(u̇ − vψ̇) +

hm

4Wg
(v̇ + uψ̇)

mrl = · · · ,

(5)

wherem is the total MB mass,h is the center of gravity
height, g is the gravitational constant andu and v are the
velocity components expressed in the local MB coordinate
frame as depicted in Fig. 3.(u̇− vψ̇) and(v̇ + uψ̇) are the
longitudinal and lateral MB acceleration respectively.

It should be emphasized that the mechanical coupling of
the unicycles is likely to cause disturbances. It is however
assumed that these disturbances are small and rather well
damped due to the tire compliance. This assumption is
justified by the practical experiments (section VI).

The next step is to design a position controller for each
unicycle. If tire slip is neglected, the robotics theory based
on motion constraints [7] could be applied to formulate
a unicycle model and subsequently design a feedback lin-
earizing controller [4], [5]. This method, applied in [2],



appears to yield rather acceptable results. One might however
expect that taking tire slip into account will improve the
characteristics of the controlled unicycles, and consequently
the MB, with respect to accuracy. Along this line of thinking,
[8] and [9] provide a solution, based on the fact that tire
dynamics are significantly faster than the WMR dynamics,
leading to a so-calledsingular perturbation model. Using
this model, the feedback linearization procedure is essentially
straightforward although mathematically complicated. An
explicit slip measurement appears not to be required, which
is an advantage of the proposed controller. The resulting
controller however has a rather complicated structure, pro-
viding limited insight. Moreover, the singular perturbation
model incorporates the linearized tire characteristics, whereas
extension to the nonlinear characteristics (Fig. 2) is far
from straightforward. The next section therefore exploresa
different approach, based on a unicycle model taken from the
field of automotive engineering and feedback linearizationin
a master-slave structure.

IV. U NICYCLE MODELING AND CONTROL

Before developing a controller for the MB, this section first
focuses on the modeling and control design for a unicycle.

A. Modeling

Based on the physical description of a tire as commonly
used in the field of automotive engineering [3], this section
will derive a unicycle model including a linear tire model
with 1st-order dynamics. Note that longitudinal and lateral
slip and the resulting forces are assumed to be independent,
i.e. combined slip effects are ignored.

The equations of motion of unicycleij (i = f, r; j = l, r)
in the horizontal plane are:

mij(u̇ij − vijψ̇ij) = Flongij (6)

mij(v̇ij + uijψ̇ij) = Flatij (7)

Isψ̈ij = Tsij , (8)

with longitudinal velocityuij , lateral velocityvij , heading
angleψij , longitudinal forceFlongij , and lateral forceFlatij .
Is is the lumped inertia of the steering system andTsij is
the steer torque. Note that the subscriptsi andj are omitted
for those quantities that are identical for all four unicycles.
Refer to Fig. 4 for a schematic illustration of the unicycle
model (6) – (8).

yij
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uij
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vij

Flongij

FlongijFF
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( xij , yij )
xij
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ααij

longij

R

mij

ωij

Fig. 4. The unicycle model, top view (left) and side view (right)

After linearization with respect to the longitudinal wheel
slip κij , the longitudinal forceFlongij can be expressed as:

Flongij = K(Fzij)κij , (9)

with longitudinal slip stiffnessK(Fzij) whereFzij is the
actual vertical force acting on wheelij. K(Fzij) is ap-
proximately proportional to the vertical loadFzij = mijg.
Consequently, (9) can be rewritten into:

Flongij = Knmijκij , (10)

with normalized longitudinal slip stiffnessKn. Tire re-
laxation effects are represented by the following 1st-order
differential equation for the longitudinal wheel slip:

σκκ̇ij + uijκij = Rωij − uij , (11)

whereσκ is the longitudinal relaxation length,R is the wheel
radius andωij the rotation velocity. Note that for steady
state, (11) yieldsκij = (Rωij−uij)/uij , i.e. the normalized
velocity difference between tire and road. The longitudinal
tire model is completed by the dynamics due to the inertia
Id of the tire/wheel/drive combination according to:

Idω̇ij = Tdij −RFlongij , (12)

whereTdij is the drive torque.
Similarly, the lateral tire force is approximated by a linear

function of the slip angleαij :

Flatij = −Cnmijαij , (13)

with normalized lateral slip stiffnessCn. Introducing the
lateral relaxation lengthσα, αij is described by:

σαα̇ij + uijαij = vij , (14)

wheretanαij is approximated byαij , assuming small slip
angles (not to be confused with possible largesteering
angles). For steady state, (14) yieldsαij = vij/uij , which
is indeed the tangent of the angle of the wheel velocity with
respect to the wheel plane.

Summarizing, the complete unicycle model reads:

ẋij = uij cosψij − vij sinψij (15)

u̇ij = Knκij + vij ψ̇ij (16)

κ̇ij =
Rωij − uij − uijκij

σκ
(17)

ω̇ij =
Tdij −RKnmijκij

Id
(18)

ẏij = uij sinψij + vij cosψij (19)

v̇ij = −Cnαij − uijψ̇ij (20)

α̇ij =
vij − uijαij

σα
(21)

ψ̈ij =
Tsij
Is

, (22)

where(xij , yij) is the position of the center of gravity (Fig.
4). This model can be written in the following form:

q̇ij = f(qij) + g(qij)uij , (23)



with state vectorqij = (xij uij κij ωij yij vij αij ψij ψ̇ij)
T

and input vectoruij = (Tdij Tsij)
T. The vector functionsf

andg follow from (15) – (22).

B. Control Design

The unicycle controller will be based on input-output
linearization by time-invariant state feedback [10], the ad-
vantage of this approach being that it (partly) linearizes the
system and at the same time decouples a MIMO system. A
necessary condition for input-output linearization is that the
system must be square. Consequently, two outputs have to be
defined. A possible choice for the unicycle output function
z1ij is:

z1ij = h(qij) =

(

xij + lcp cosψij
yij + lcp sinψij

)

, (24)

with h : Rn → R
l, wheren = 9 is the number of states,

l = 2 is the number of outputs andlcp > 0. This choice
can be motivated from a physical point of view: instead
of controlling the position and the heading of the center
of gravity of the unicycle, the position of a virtual control
point Vcpij is controlled. This control point is located at
distancelcp in front of the center of gravity, see Fig. 5, which
guarantees that not only the position(xij , yij), but also the
headingψij converge to their reference values as long as the
forward velocityuij is nonzero and the controlled system is
stable.lcp is in fact a tuning parameter, primarily influencing
the damping of the controlled system.

Input-output linearization is basically performed by dif-
ferentiating the outputs with respect to time until both
inputs ‘appear’ and then inverting the input-output relation.
The number of differentiations of outputz1ijk(k = 1, 2)
necessary for at least one input to appear, is called the
relative degree rk. For the unicycle model,r1 and r2 are
both equal to 2. It appears however that only the second
input Tsij is then visible in both outputs, which renders
the system non-linearizable by state feedback1. The solution
adopted here is to reduce the model by takingκij instead
of Tdij as input, thereby removing (17) and (18) from the

1Only after four differentiations, the inputTdij appears in the outputs.
Consequently, the 2nd time derivativeT̈sij then also appears in the outputs.
Defining T̈sij as a new input would provide a solution, known asdynamic
extension. This would however increase the system order, complicating the
feedback control design.

yij

Vcpij

xij z1ij1

z1ij2

ψij

lcp

Fig. 5. The virtual control pointVcpij

model. Consequently the number of states reduces ton = 7
whereas the inputs are redefined:

qij =
(

xij uij yij vij αij ψij ψ̇ij
)T

(25)

uij =
(

κij Tsij
)T
. (26)

Because the real input of the unicycle remainsTdij, a
slave controller is needed which controlsκij usingTdij . In
the remainder of this section, first the position controllerfor
the reduced unicycle model is designed, after which theκ-
controller will shortly be described.

Sincerk = 2 (k = 1, 2), the output vectorz1ij has to be
differentiated twice in order to arrive at the linearized model.
With the Lie derivativeLf hk(qij) defined by:

Lf hk(qij) ,
∂hk(qij)

∂qij
f(qij), (27)

the first derivativeż1ij can be formulated as:

ż1ij =

(

Lf h1(qij)
Lf h2(qij)

)

=

(

uij cosψij − (vij + lcpψ̇ij) sinψij
uij sinψij + (vij + lcpψ̇ij) cosψij

)

.

(28)

Introducing a state vectorz2ij = ż1ij , the second deriva-
tive equals:

ż2ij = b(qij) + H(qij)uij , (29)

with

b(qij) =

(

L2

f h1(qij)

L2

f h2(qij)

)

=

(

Cnαij sinψij − lcpψ̇
2

ij cosψij
−Cnαij cosψij − lcpψ̇

2

ij sinψij

)

,

(30)

and

H(qij) =

(

Lg1 Lf h1(qij) Lg2 Lf h1(qij)
Lg1 Lf h2(qij) Lg2 Lf h2(qij)

)

=

(

Kn cosψij − lcp

Is

sinψij

Kn sinψij
lcp

Is

cosψij

)

.

(31)

This clearly shows that the inputs appear in the differential
equation after two differentiations. Note that the determinant
|H| = Knlcp/Is must be nonzero because the inverseH−1

will be applied in the design. Consequently,lcp must be
nonzero which can be readily understood because the wheel
orientation would be undefined ifVcpij is located in the
wheel center.

The differential equations (28), (29) in fact provide a new
description of the linearizable part of the reduced unicycle
model. The order of this subsystem equals

∑l

k=1
rk = 4.

Since the order of the reduced model equals 7, a subsystem
of order 3 remains that cannot be linearized. Denoting the
state of this subsystem byz3ij , a possible choice for this state
is z3ij = (vij αij ψ̇ij)

T which after differentiation results in
an expression of the form:

ż3ij = r(z1ij , z2ij , z3ij ,uij), (32)



with r : R7 → R
3. With (28), (29) and (32), the reduced

unicycle model is now rewritten in the so-callednormal form.
The actual feedback linearization is obtained by choosing

the inputuij according to the following feedback law:

uij = H−1(qij)(νij − b(qij)), (33)

which finally results in the unicycle model:

ż1ij = z2ij (34)

ż2ij = νij (35)

ż3ij = r(z1ij , z2ij , z3ij ,νij), (36)

with new external inputνij . The model (34) – (36) shows
that the dynamics of the reduced unicycle model have now
been decomposed into a linear decoupled input-output part
with statesz1ij andz2ij and a nonlinear “unobservable” part
with statez3ij , generally referred to as theinternal dynamics.

Tracking behavior of the linear input-output dynamics is
obtained by a regular PD-controller with feedforward:

νij = z̈1refij + Kd (ż1refij − ż1ij)

+ Kp (z1refij − z1ij) , (37)

whereKp andKd are diagonal 2×2 matrices containing the
proportional and differential gains respectively. In order to
obtain equal dynamic behavior in longitudinal and lateral
direction, both proportional gains are equal, as are both
differential gains.z1refij is calculated by substituting the
reference trajectories (2) and (3) into (24). The resulting
expression can subsequently be differentiated in order to
obtain ż1refij and z̈1refij .

The controller (37) stabilizes the input-output dynamics.
In order to prevent from undesirable phenomena, the internal
dynamics however must also be stable or, in other words, the
system should be minimum phase in the nonlinear sense.
An example of such a phenomenon is lateral oscillation
of the unicycle wheel while the control pointVcpij ‘per-
fectly’ tracks the reference trajectory. Due to the nonlinearity
however, the stability has to be checked for each reference
trajectory. In case the unicycle is driving along a straight
line with a constant forward velocity, the asymptotic stability
of the internal dynamics can be proven foruij > 0 and
lcp > σα = 0.22 m. The requirementuij > 0 can be
understood from a physical point of view: when the unicycle
is standing still, the heading angleψij does not converge to
the reference value.

Finally, the slip controller is designed. The dynamics
between the drive torqueTdij and the longitudinal slipκij
are described by (17) and (18), where the forward velocity
uij is regarded as a relatively slowly varying parameter. Note
that the longitudinal tire dynamics are thus assumed to be
significantly faster than the WMR dynamics, which is the
same fundamental idea as used in [9]. As (17), (18) is a
linear SISO system, a regular PD controller can be used:

Tdij = Kdκ(κ̇refij − κ̇ij) +Kpκ(κrefij − κij), (38)

with differential gainKdκ and proportional gainKpκ. κrefij
is the longitudinal slip reference generated by (33).

z1refij Tdij

Tsij

+
−

+

−

z1ij

νij

qij

κijκrefij

linearizing

feedback

(33)

unicycle

(23)

slip
controller

(38)

position
controller

(37)

(24)

ν

Fig. 6. Block scheme of the controlled unicycle

Summarizing, the controller developed in this section
consists of a slave slip controller, a linearizing feedbackloop
and a master position controller. The resulting block scheme
is depicted in Fig. 6.

V. M ULTICYCLE CONTROL DESIGN

Having designed a unicycle controller, the MB controller
can now be established. As explained in section III, the MB
controller consists of multiple identical unicycle controllers.
It is therefore called themulticycle controller. One small
adaptation however must be made because the wheels have
to be steered relative to the MB body only.

The unicycle steering torqueTsij equalsIsψ̈ij for an ideal
(frictionless) unicycle. Because however the MB-body also
rotates around its vertical axis with angular accelerationψ̈,
the net required steering torquẽTsij for the multicycle is:

T̃sij = Isδ̈ij = Is(ψ̈ij − ψ̈)

= Tsij − Isψ̈,
(39)

whereδij is the steering angle, i.e. the wheel orientation with
respect to the MB body. As a consequence, a compensation
term−Isψ̈ has to be added toTsij to obtain the multicycle
steering torque. The MB controller is now fully determined.

VI. F IRST EXPERIMENTS

After having tuned and evaluated the designed controller
on a simulation level, the final step in the control design
entails testing the controller in reality. To this end, an ‘eight-
shaped’ test trajectory is applied, shown in Fig. 7. The cen-
tripetal acceleration during cornering is 9 m/s2, illustrating
the MB behavior with a constant lateral tire slip. The velocity
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Fig. 7. The reference trajectory in thex, y-plane



tangential to the track is increased from 0 to 20 km/h with
an acceleration of 5 m/s2, then kept constant and finally
decreased again to zero with−5 m/s2 acceleration. The
desired MB orientation is directed tangentially to the track.

The test trajectory is applied to a simulation model of
the controlled MB as well as to the real MB. The sim-
ulation model comprises a comprehensive physical model
of the MB, implemented together with the controller in
MATLAB /SimulinkTM. The feedback linearizing controller
requires all MB states to be estimated or measured. To this
end, a discrete Kalman filter is used to estimate position and
velocity in two directions, using an on-board acceleration
sensor, wheel velocity and steering angle encoders as well
as a regularly spaced grid of magnets in the road surface.
The lateral and longitudinal slip – the latter being used in the
slip controller – are estimated using two dedicated nonlinear
observers. All observers are implemented in the simulation
model as well as in the real-time MB control system.

Fig. 8 shows the first results of both the simulation and
the practical experiment, displaying thex-position error
ex = xref − x, the y-position errorey = yref − y and
the orientation erroreψ = ψref − ψ for the MB center as
a function of time. These errors are calculated based on the
positions estimated by the observer (in the model as well as
in reality) whereas the yaw angle is a direct measurement.

The noticeable differences between the simulated and the
measured errors are due to model uncertainties and simpli-
fications, especially with respect to the tire characteristics
and the floor flatness. It should however be noted that Fig. 8
shows theerror signals. Nevertheless, the simulation and the
experiment show corresponding tendencies.

It can be concluded that the position error in the practical
experiment is reasonable (|ex| < 0.3 m, |ey| < 0.3 m and
|eψ| ≤ 0.1 rad), given the high centripetal acceleration during
the cornering part of the trajectory. The controller gains in
(37) and (38) are however not yet optimized with respect
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to these errors; further improvement might therefore be
expected. Finally, it is noted that the steady state errors in
the simulation as well as in reality are caused by the fact
that the internal dynamics are stable but not asymptotically
stable foruij = 0, allowing for a final non-zero value of each
wheel orientationψij . Because howeverz1ij does converge
to z1refij , these orientation errors must be ‘compensated for’
by corresponding errors of the MB center.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, the main conclusion is that the multicycle
controller incorporating a linearized tire slip characteristic
successfully controls the wheeled mobile robot, even in high
dynamic trajectories. In the multicycle approach, the over-
actuatedness of the robot is employed to optimize the drive
torque distribution across the wheels. The resulting controller
can easily be adapted to other platform configurations. It
is however necessary to have the longitudinal and lateral
slip available, which requires a slip observer. The current
approach allows for a relatively straightforward extension to
the nonlinear tire characteristic.

Besides further tuning of the controller gains, a possible
improvement of the multicycle approach lies in the fact that
tire slip is still neglected on the multicycle level, namelyat
the kinematic determination of the reference steering angles.
Furthermore, the nonlinear tire characteristic needs to be
incorporated in order to achieve a more accurate behavior
at high longitudinal and lateral accelerations. Finally, a
thorough evaluation of the designed controller – compared
to the one without tire slip designed earlier – is desired in
order to determine the level of improvement. These issues
will be the subject of further research.
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